
Inspection Database Training

Thursday, August 5th, 2020
12:00 pm – 2:00 pm



Agenda Items
• Creating locations, cases and assessments.

• Pre-inspection, Multiple participants, 5-year.

• Attaching documents and naming convention.

• Reviewing noncompliant items: Variances or home modifications.
• Attaching documents, sending feedback, print conversation, follow-up assessments.  

• Approving a case.

• Certificate of Occupancy, if applicable.

• Emergency placements with changes from 7/2020. 

• Printing a case and printing assessment items.                                                                              

• Reasons for closing a case, and new case closing process. 

• Shared location process.



Getting Familiar with the Home Screen
From the home screen you will find a Navigation Menu, an area for 
running reports and three easy access reports.



Overall Process Flow

• LOCATIONS are the master record which contain Location specific 
information.

• Within each unique Location record, you create the participant 
CASE which contains Participant-specific information. 

• Within the participant Case, you then create a new 
ASSESSMENT which contains the inspection items. 



Location Screen

From the home screen click the Locations tab in the Navigation Menu.



Search for a Location before Creating one.

Important: Always search for a location before adding it to the system.

• When searching for a location enter only the street number and name. 
• Please do not enter the street suffix (Road, Rd street) as different permutations 

may exist. Enter the location in the search field and click search.

Notes about searching for an address  
Less info is better!

123 School Correct!

123 School Street, Barre VT incorrect



Creating locations, cases and assessments 

Remember the overall process:
First create a Location, then add a Case to the Location, lastly add an 
Assessment to the Case. 



Creating a 
new Location.



Add a Home 
Provider.

Citizen Provider
Citizen Provider



Enter Provider 
Agency. 

Enter 911 
address.



Address 
Naming 
Standard

USE THIS Comments Example
Apartment Apt Do not use “.” at the end Apt 1
Avenue Avenue 24 Prospect Avenue
East East 24 East Prospect Road
Highway Highway 24 Prospect Highway
Lane Lane 24 Prospect Lane
Lot Lot Do not use “#” 24 Prospect Road, Lot 1
North North 24 North Prospect Road
Number Enter number/letter only; do 

not use any symbol
Apt A, Apt 1, Lot 1, Unit 1

Parkway Parkway 24 Prospect Parkway
Road Road 24 Prospect Road
Route Route Do not use “VT” or “US” 

before the Route 
Route 14

Saint Saint 24 South Prospect Road, 
Saint Johnsbury

South South 24 South Prospect Road
Street Street 24 Prospect Street
Unit Unit Do not use “#” 24 Prospect Street, Unit 4
Vermont VT Both capital; Do not use “.” 

at the end

West West 24 West Prospect Road



Quick Quiz: Which acronyms are correct

1. VT.

2. Vermont 

3. VT

4. Street

5. St.

6. St

1. VT.

2. Vermont 

3. VT

4. Street

5. St.

6. St



Creating a Case

The Location MUST be in the database before a Case can be created.



From Location, click the Related tab



See Cases section and click NEW



New Case 

Start by entering 
participant.
It is important to see if the participant is 
already in the system first – may need to 
search by multiple spellings (Example:  
Robert and Rob; or Richard, Rich, and 
Dick)



Add a 
Participant.

Citizen Public



New Case 

Start by entering 
participant.
It is important to see if the participant is 
already in the system first – may need to 
search by multiple spellings (Example:  
Robert and Rob; or Richard, Rich, and 
Dick)



The newly created CASE is now related to the LOCATION



Open the CASE by clicking CASE #.



Creating an Assessment

The Location and Case must be in the database before an 
Assessment can be added.



If the location and case exists,
Check for Current Safety Assessment Expiration Date

When you view the Case, check the ASSESSMENT EXPIRATION DATE. 

• If there is a date that hasn’t expired, you don’t need a Safety Assessment because 
the Location already has a current Safety Assessment (See below);

• If there is no date, or the expiration date has expired, then you need to create an 
assessment;

• A new Assessment cannot be created until the current one expires. DAIL policy 
will allow time after expiration to get a new Home Safety Assessment completed.



Safety Inspection Expiration Date



Create an Assessment (Safety/Accessibility) 

With the Case open:

1. Click on the RELATED tab.

2. Click on the NEW button. 



New Assessment Screen
• IMPORTANT: Only “Initial” Assessments are created from here.
Follow Up Assessments are created within the Initial Assessment Record.



Complete the 
following screen. 

Read the template 
name carefully - It is 
important the correct 
template is selected.



After saving you will be 
directed to the assessment 
screen. 

Next click the Related tab. 



Proceed to the File section and 
click the Upload Files button.

Upload the Fire Plan, Pre-
Inspection Form, Chimney 
Cleaning & Inspection 
document (if applicable), Water 
testing (if applicable, and any 
other documents. 

Note:  The Housing Contractor 
will not schedule an 
assessment until these 
documents have been obtained.



Convention for Uploaded Documents
Whenever a document is uploaded, the document name will begin with one of the assigned 
abbreviations so it may be located easily when needed and assist with the quality assurance 
process. 

ALL documents are to be uploaded into the Related tab of the Initial assessment.  The only 
exception to this is for an Emergency Placement.  

Document Type Use Naming Convention*

Certificate of Residency 
(Fire Marshall or Housing Authority assessment, Certification of Occupancy, any other 
housing assessment by another organization) 

CR_(Street/Address)

Fire Plan FP_(Street/Address)

Chimney Cleaning Verification Chimney_(Street/Address)

Physical Therapist or Occupational Therapist document PTOT_(Participant Last Name)_ (Date)

Pre-Inspection Form PI_(Street/Address)

Water Test Water_(Street/Address)

Other type of document Other_(Street/Address or Participant Name)_(Information about 
Document)



Once the Assessment has been entered into the housing portal.
• The agency fills out the DAIL Home Safety Assessment Request for 

Housing Contractor form, filling in the Assessment ID number, and 
contacts the housing contractor through e-mail to schedule a time for 
the housing assessment to be completed. 

• After a date has been established for the housing assessment, go 
back into the housing portal to the assessment:

• Enter the date in which the assessment is scheduled.
• Change the ‘Status’ of the assessment from ‘To be Scheduled’ to ‘Scheduled’  

(This is an important step that is required in order for the housing contractor 
to be able to enter the assessment information.)



Quick Quiz 2: What is the correct Process for 
entering information into the Portal 

1. Case, Location, Assessment

2. Location, Assessment, Case 

3. Location, Case, Assessment

4. Case, Assessment, Location

5. It doesn’t matter

1. Case, Location, Assessment

2. Location, Assessment, Case 

3. Location, Case, Assessment

4. Case, Assessment, Location

5. It doesn’t matter



Accessibility Assessments

• When an individual, who uses a wheelchair, a walker, or has other mobility or accessibility 
needs (e.g. low vision, hearing loss that affect the individual’s ability to freely navigate the 
home environment), receives home supports funded by the state and/or federal 
government, an accessibility inspection of the residence is required. Accessibility 
Assessments to DAIL-funded homes are required to meet the ADA standards.

• It is the responsibility of the Provider Agency to perform a preliminary assessment, enter 
an accessibility inspection into the DAIL Housing Portal, and notify the Contractor when 
the individual requires physical environmental modifications and request that an 
accessibility inspection be done. The accessibility inspection should be done in 
conjunction with the home safety inspection whenever possible.

• Prior to scheduling the accessibility inspection, a Provider Agency staff member, with 
knowledge of accessibility issues, will perform a preliminary assessment of the home, 
using the DAIL Pre-Inspection Accessibility Standards and Checklist, to think about what 
may be needed. 



Accessibility Assessments
Requesting an Accessibility Assessment is the same process as 
requesting a Home Safety Assessment.

Accessibility inspections for second or subsequent individual moving
into a home that has previously had an accessibility inspection
successfully completed:

• The Provider Agency will enter the accessibility inspection into the DAIL Housing Portal according
to the DAIL Housing Portal Instructions and notify DAIL that this has been completed. DAIL will
work with the Provider Agency to get the necessary information entered into the DAIL Housing
Portal.

• The Provider Agency will contact a PT/OT to perform a function assessment of the individual and
determine their needs. If there were any deficiencies in the originating accessibility inspection, as
shown in the DAIL Housing Portal, the PT/OT will include in the review their determination of the
deficiencies and how they relate to the individual.

• The Provider Agency will upload the PT/OT report into the DAIL Housing Portal follow the Variance
and home modification process for the successful completion of the accessibility inspection for this
individual.



Resolve Non-Compliant Items 

To review the Non-Compliant Items, from the ASSESSMENT, click:



Resolve Non-Compliant Items 

• Request Variance
• Initiate Home Modifications

Or
• A combination of a variance 

and home modifications

When requesting a variance, 
each item in which the variance is 
being requested MUST have 
variance notes added and 
request the variance. 



Variance Request - Variance Approvals

• If DAIL approves the variance items but there are other non-
compliant items not requested in the variance, the Service 
Coordinator will need to check with the homeowner to ensure all 
other home repairs have been completed before scheduling a 
follow-up inspection. 

• If DAIL approves the variance items and there were no other 
Home Modifications needed, then a Follow up Assessment 
does not need to be created.   DAIL will approve the 
Assessment, and the Service Coordinator will go into the 
Housing Portal to Approve the Case. 



Variance Request - Variance Denials

• If DAIL does not approve all of the variance requests or there 
are other home modifications that need to be made, the agency 
will work with the homeowner to correct the deficiencies.  

• Once the homeowner has completed the necessary home 
repair/modification, and the Service Coordinator has confirmed 
that they have been corrected, it is time to create a Follow Up 
Assessment. 



Scheduling a Follow Up Assessment
• IMPORTANT: The follow-up Assessment should always be created 

from the initial assessment via the request Follow-up button 
(screenshot on next slide).

• Service Coordinators MUST confirm in person that all required home 
modifications are completed prior to scheduling a Follow Up 
Assessment with the DAIL housing contractor. 

• If the agency follows the guidance and procedures, there should 
never be more than one follow-up assessment necessary. If 
deficiencies are found on the follow-up assessment, once the 
deficiencies are corrected and confirmed by the Service Coordinator, 
the agency will contact the housing contractor to go to the home to 
ensure the deficiencies have been corrected. An additional follow-up 
should NOT be added in the portal.



Scheduling a Follow Up Assessment

The system will generate the follow-up Assessment and it may be necessary 
to refresh your browser to see. (DO NOT CLICK THIS BUTTON TWICE)



Please Wait

The system will generate the follow-up Assessment and it may be 
necessary to refresh your browser to see.



Quick Quiz 3:  
When creating a contact for the Home Provider, they are always listed as:

Home Provider, Provider, or Citizen Provider? Citizen Provider

When uploading documents into the Housing Portal, they should always be uploaded where?
In the Related tab of the Case, in the Related tab of the Assessment, whichever screen you are working in

Documents are always uploaded into the Related tab of the Assessment, except when an 
Emergency Placement is being requested. 

What needs to be completed before the Housing Contractor is contacted to schedule an Assessment? 

True or False:  When requesting a variance for multiple items, you only have to enter the variance notes 
and request the variance once.

False.   EACH item in which a variance is requested needs a note and the request made. 

True or False:  When entering a Follow-Up Assessment, it is created from the Initial Assessment
True.   The Follow-up Assessment is ALWAYS created from the initial.   And there can only be 
ONE Follow-up. 

A Pre-Assessment completed by the agency, Assessment created in housing portal, Required 
documents uploaded into the housing portal, and the DAIL form to request an Assessment filled 
out and sent to the Housing Contractor. 



Other Important Areas

• Certificate of Occupancy homes.

• Printing a case and printing assessment items.                                                                              



Emergency Placements
1. Service Coordinator Creates Case. 4. An email will be received notifying you 

once a decision has been made by DAIL.

2. Select YES for Emergency Placement 
and enter Emergency Placement 
Comments for DAIL. Save.

Once you save the record you will not be 
able to edit the Emergency Placement 
comments. 

5. Once the Placement is approved, the 
Service Coordinator needs to create an 
Assessment and proceed as usual to 
upload items into the housing portal and 
contact housing contractor to schedule a 
visit date/time.

3. Upload documentation of pre-inspection 
completed by agency and the fire plan 
into the Related tab of the Case. 

Wait for DAIL to submit a decision.



How to close a case

Write a reason for closing the case in 

the “Description” field.  (See list of 

reasons)



Reasons for closing a case

Case is closed when: Enter
5 Year Reinspection has been done and approved 5 Year
Clerical error when entering information or setting up Case Data Error
Participant has passed away Deceased
Participant has moved out of the home (Example: Has moved 
to a different home, is no longer living with an SLP, has moved 
out of state, etc.)

Moved

Home owner no longer wishes to be a shared living provider 
(SLP)

No Longer SLP

Other Other – (then enter 
a couple words for 
reason)



How to close a case
Within the case you will notice a spectrum with various statuses.



How to close a case
Click “Closed” – it’s now highlighted it blue. Then click “Select Closed Status.”



How to close a case

Within this window, select “Closed” from the drop down and click save.



Thank you!
Thank you for attending today, and please reach out to DAIL staff if you 
have any questions, or suggestions to clarify the information provided. 

802-241-0304 or Lisa.Parro@Vermont.gov

We strongly encourage you to review and use the DAIL Service 
Coordinator Manual when working in the Housing Portal, which can be 
found on the website at: 
https://ddsd.vermont.gov/content/housing-safety-and-accessibility-
process
DAIL Housing forms, protocol, and other information can be found at 
this site as well. 

Thank you for all the work you are doing! Stay safe.   

mailto:Lisa.Parro@Vermont.gov
https://ddsd.vermont.gov/content/housing-safety-and-accessibility-process
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